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(Löfqvist, 2012; Fyrberg, 2012)
Lean production

Principles:
- Identify value
- Reduce waste

Method:
- Analysis of work procedures, business structure and management
Lean production

Experiences and results:
- More profitable
- Tasks less time & cost consuming
- Shortened transports & new solutions

Application for agriculture:
- Lean applied on farms in Sweden
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(Modified from Melin, 2014)
Study

Three riding schools
Three racehorse trainers (harness racing)

15 – 150 horses, mean 49 horses
2 – 22 staff, mean 9 staff
Approximately 7 horses per fulltime staff
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Conclusion

Lean production is applicable to the horse business sector – if focus is given to develop the core of the businesses, the horses, instead of doing stable tasks